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The first four months of 2018 have developed vastly
differently than 2017. Volatility has returned in 2018 with
reckless abandon. What does this new phase of volatility
mean for investors? I believe it is all part of a return to
“reality” for investors. Here is the new normal in 2018: 1.)
Ultra-low (dishonest) interest rates in the United States are
a thing of the past, 2.) Central bankers in the United States
are now ready to let markets work again (allow our capital
markets to trade as free markets), 3.) The U.S. economy is
robust and GDP growth of 3.0% or more is within reach, and
4.) U.S. Corporate earnings are accelerating and are poised
to grow 20% in 2018.
There is no doubt about it; in a short four weeks the proverbial “Wall of Worry”
has now been rebuilt to levels we have not observed in several years. All this, in
my opinion, is clearly constructive for markets. We might now be able to watch the
market “Climb the Wall” as markets recover and eventually move toward new highs.
There are certainly problems facing our economy. What do we believe could sink
this economy and bring on the next recession and bear market? I believe the top
three risks for markets now are: 1.) Interest rates could rise much too fast and
choke our economic growth (we do not believe this will occur for a few more years
– until inflation rises), 2.) Geopolitical instability in the middle-east or Europe or
Asia are real risks, and 3.) Valuations on equities could be reset to lower levels as
higher interest rates make bonds look more attractive. Notice that absent from the
list is tariff battles and trade wars…although this could create much uncertainty and
volatility in financial markets in the near term. I do not believe we will enter a trade
war with China or any other country because I believe all parties know that a trade
war is not helpful to anyone. I believe a trade war will be avoided.
Despite all the challenges and imperfections our world has today, we have
tremendous faith in the people of our country. We are amazed by the creativity,
innovation and spirit of the American entrepreneur. We have some of the best
and brightest risk takers (men and women) in the world right here in this country
(many who have come from other countries). I continue to believe our country can
solve many problems now believed to be unsolvable. The future is bright and I am
confident in our future and believe you should be, as well.
We know 2018 will bring new challenges and new opportunities. The Cabot team
is honored to have this responsibility. We are very pleased to be able to serve your
family.
Sincerely,

•
216 Essex Street | Salem, MA
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Robert T. Lutts
President, Chief Investment Officer

Market Volatility Returns
After an eerily calm 2017, during which the market climbed steadily without
ever falling more than 3% from its highs, the first quarter of 2018 brought
some wild swings. The end result was small losses throughout the developed
world and small gains in emerging markets. But that subdued final score
hides what was a volatile quarter in equities globally.

Craig Goryl, CFA
Portfolio Manager

As usual with markets, the reason that volatility returned involves a
complicated mix of factors. First and foremost, the prospect of trade wars
caused investors to worry about economic growth and company earnings.
Second, hints of inflation stoked fears that interest rates would rise quickly,
choking off access to the cheap money that has fueled our 9-year economic
expansion. Finally, it is important to understand the backdrop to these
uncertainties: they appeared at a time when investors had become very complacent about risks
generally, pushing valuations of stocks (and cryptocurrencies, and bonds, and real estate….) to
expensive levels. When someone is out over their skis, it doesn’t take much to knock them over.
About nine months ago in this newsletter, amidst the extreme market calm, we wrote:
“Volatility will return for sure, but no one knows when, or even in which direction. Rather than trying
to time the next crash or rally, it is important to stay properly allocated. The dangerous side effect
of easy money and low volatility is complacency; do not allow yourself to be lulled into thinking the
current dull stock markets will stay that way.”
No one can reliably predict whether the market’s “next 20%” will be up or down. Your allocation
to equities should be a function of your risk tolerance and time horizon, rather than any prediction
about the market’s near term direction.

ASSET CLASS UPDATE
1ST QTR
Return

1 YEAR
Return

3Y ANN
Return

5Y ANN
Return

Dow Jones Industrial Average

-2.0%

19.4%

13.5%

13.3%

US Large Cap Stocks (30 select large US corporations)

S&P 500 Index

-0.8%

14.0%

10.8%

13.3%

US Large Cap Stocks (Largest 500)

Russell 1000 Index

-0.7%

14.0%

10.4%

13.2%

US Large Cap Stocks (Largest 1000)

Russell 2000 Index

-0.1%

11.8%

8.4%

11.5%

US Small Cap Stocks (2000 small public companies)

MSCI All Country World Index

-1.0%

14.8%

8.1%

9.2%

Combination of major global markets: United States, Foreign Developed,
and Emerging Markets

MSCI EAFE
(Europe, Australia, Far East)

-1.5%

14.8%

5.6%

6.5%

Large and mid sized companies in mature foreign markets like Japan,
Europe, Australia, etc.

MSCI Emerging Markets

1.4%

24.9%

8.8%

5.0%

Large and mid-sized companies in developing economies like China, India,
Brazil, Russia, South Africa, etc.

MSCI Frontier Markets

5.1%

27.3%

7.9%

8.6%

Large and mid sized companies in the world's least advanced economies
like Kuwait, Argentina, Kenya, etc.

Merrill Lynch 1-10 year
A or better

-1.1%

0.5%

1.0%

1.4%

US Bond Market: government, corporate, and mortgage bonds

Bloomberg Barclay’s
US Aggregate Bonds

-1.5%

1.2%

1.2%

1.8%

US Bond Market: government, corporate, and mortgage bonds

Bloomberg Barclay’s
US High Yield

-0.9%

3.8%

5.2%

5.0%

Higher risk, higher yield "junk" bonds

1.7%

6.1%

3.8%

-3.7%

Gold bullion

INDEX

DESCRIPTION

US EQUITIES

G LO B A L E Q U I T I E S

FIXED INCOME

“A LT E R N AT I V E ” A S S E T S
GOLD SPOT $/OZ
NYSE Arca Gold Miners Index

-5.5%

-2.1%

7.6%

-9.1%

Companies that mine precious metals

Crude Oil

7.5%

28.3%

10.9%

-7.8%

The price of a barrel of oil

Bloomberg Commodity Index

-0.8%

2.5%

-3.8%

-8.6%

Commodities like Gold, copper, natural gas, corn, etc

Dow Jones REIT Index

-6.7%

-1.1%

3.0%

6.7%

REITs: Real Estate Investment Trusts

Alerian MLP Infrastructure Index

-11.5%

-22.5%

-11.7%

-5.4%

MLPs: Energy infrastructure assets such as pipelines

2018 Fixed Income and Economic Outlook
Monetary Policy Shift from Easing to Tightening

During the month of February, a bout of long-absent volatility in both the stock and bond markets
gave investors a quick glimpse of what may lie ahead. The narrative of rising interest rates
due to higher inflation data was quickly blamed as the culprit. While I do believe the bumpup in inflation data is part of the story, a deeper analysis is needed to focus on the significant
crossroads at which our economy now finds itself. Central banks around the globe undertook
both extraordinary conventional and unconventional monetary policy experiments in an attempt
to lift us out of the great recession. These policies must now be reversed, and that reversal will
certainly have an impact. In this fixed income and economic outlook piece, I will attempt to
explain these experiments and discuss why I think their reversal could lead to higher short-term
interest rates, but potentially lower, or at least steady, longer-term interest rates. I will examine
the current strength in the U.S. economy and consider whether it is sustainable. After setting
the stage, I will attempt to tie in this outlook with a description of how I’ve positioned Cabot
Wealth Management’s core fixed income portfolios and also share some of my thoughts regarding
potential future changes depending on how events unfold. Lastly, I will share with you an exciting
new enhancement we’ve added to our fixed-income investment process that I believe will be a
great resource to us and to all of you.

Nick Burwell

Portfolio Manager

It is my belief that 2018 will be critical year as to whether this long economic expansion can
continue, possibly accelerate, or will ultimately begin to decline from here. It seems to me that our
economy will have a very difficult time handling
short-term rates approaching 3%. Currently,
the fed funds rate sits at 1.5%, giving us some
runway. So, the pace at which the next four to five
rate hikes are delivered, I believe, will greatly
impact the time left for this expansion. Let us
now analyze some of the key factors at play here.

FULL REPORT AVAILABLE ONLINE:

WWW.ECABOT.COM/FI-OUTLOOK18
Contact your advisor if you prefer to
receive a printed copy of this report.

ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE

Bubble or Bullish?
Top Investment Themes

Evaluating Risk
in Your Portfolio

Rise of the Machines:
Factory Automation

Estate Planning Checklist

Greg Stevens,
CFP, CRPS

Sr. Wealth Advisor

Volatile global investment markets tend to keep us all focused on the ups and downs of our portfolios.
Our job at Cabot is to help clients put together an investment plan tailored to their short- and longerterm goals so they don’t necessarily have to worry about the daily movements of the markets. When
that investment plan is in place and working, the next logical discussion centers around estate
planning and the ownership structure of each client’s financial holdings both while they are living
and after their death. Estate planning is a critical piece of everyone’s overall financial puzzle. If you
haven’t already started thinking about your estate plan, here are some tips to get you started:
Check the ownership of all assets. Are they titled as individual, joint, in trust?
Understanding the pros and cons of asset titling is an important aspect of estate
planning.
Check beneficiary designations on any IRAs, retirement accounts, insurance policies
or annuities.
Any investments with a beneficiary designation will pass to that individual (or
entity) when you die. There are important tax and estate planning considerations
when naming a beneficiary.
Review your will (and Trust) to be certain you’re comfortable with who you have
designated as your personal representative or trustee.
Are they still appropriate?
Can the beneficiaries handle their inheritance all at once or should the money be
held in Trust for their benefit?
Can your personal representative handle the burden of settling your estate?
Revisit the designee listed in your durable power of attorney and health care proxy.
Does this person live close enough to help out if needed?
Is there someone better equipped to handle the responsibilities?
Make sure your personal representative and designees know their role and
responsibilities.
Make sure they understand why you chose them for these roles
Review your documents with them so they are clear of your wishes.

It is important to understand how your assets will pass to your heirs. If you have accumulated
wealth over your lifetime or have a complicated family situation, talk with your attorney or advisor
about using a Trust as part of your estate plan. Also, make sure you are having these discussions
with aging parents. It isn’t always easy for parents to discuss financial matters with their kids.
Asking your advisor to guide the conversation and collect all pertinent information might make
sense.

•
Contact your Cabot
advisor if you have
specific questions about
your current situation
or need help with your
estate planning.

•

Client Services

Share Files and Collaborate Online
In Cabot's continuing efforts to improve our client service experience, we recently implemented
an easy-to-use, secure online portal to exchange confidential financial documents and tax returns
with clients. The online portal provides the following benefits:
24x7 access to view or download your files from any modern Web browser on a desktop
– no plug-ins required!

Anne Boris

Client Service
Specialist

A client-facing mobile app for iPhone®, iPad® and Android devices.
A simple drag and drop interface for uploading files on a desktop computer.
The ability to take photos with your smartphone or tablet and upload them to your portal.
Secure, end-to-end encryption of all files transmitted and stored.

Whenever we upload a file to your portal, you receive an email notification with a link to download
the file. Likewise, when you upload a file to your portal, we receive an email notification so that
we can retrieve the file.

Secure Alternative to Email
Federal and state laws continue to get stricter about maintaining
the security of clients' data, such as Social Security numbers. In
Massachusetts, we are required to encrypt emails to our clients that
contain personally identifiable information. In fact, at some point
you have probably received an encrypted [secure] email from a
Cabot team member.

Natalie Rubel
Client Service
Specialist

ON THE
ROAD AGAIN.

Client portals--secure online storage areas--offer an alternative to
email for communication and collaboration. Portals can also be a
significant timesaver by eliminating the process of hunting down
copies of old returns any time a client calls looking for one, for
example.

How Does the Portal Work?
The client portal is an easy and secure way to engage with your
advisor so you don't have to rely on email when sharing sensitive
information. For example, our tax team uploads your tax return--or
any other information you may want--to our secure website, where
each client has a personal password and can log on to retrieve
information. When a team member adds a new document, you
receive an email with instructions on how to log on and view it.
Encrypting email becomes unnecessary because it does not include
confidential information. In addition, our client portal uses the
same 128-bit SSL encryption as banks and offers regular, redundant
data backup in case of a disaster.
Portals can also be a significant timesaver by eliminating the
process of hunting down copies of old returns any time a client calls
looking for one. While portals can be used for dozens of purposes,
our tax team finds using the portal to receive client documents and
post completed tax returns increases productivity and enhances
workflow.

Requesting a Portal Account
Having the ability to quickly access your accounts is important
to us. Cabot's client portal connects you to your Cabot advisor at
anytime and from anywhere. Contact your advisor if you would like
more information.

Contact your Cabot advisor to discuss whether a portal
account would benefit you.

President Rob Lutts is ready to hit the
road. In April, Rob will be travelling to
Johannesburg, South Africa. His goal
is to research potential investment
opportunities for our clients in the young
and fast growth economies of South
Africa, Nigeria, Kenya and Uganda.
Rob will be searching for companies
that can unlock the value creation of the
emerging and growing middle class of
these economies. He will study banks,
real estate companies, retailers, and
infrastructure companies.
To build his knowledge base, he will meet
with banks, research companies and the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange to learn
more about the opportunities available
within the largest continent on the
planet.

Preserving & Building Wealth Since 1983
Cabot Prepares to Celebrate 35th Anniversary

Mikki L. Wilson
Director of
Marketing
& Business
Development

As we prepare for our upcoming annual conference, we look forward to celebrating our 35th
year in business with our clients, colleagues and friends. Join us this year as we celebrate
our anniversary. We could not have made it this far without your trust and support. While the
anniversary itself is a milestone, let's take a trip back in time to see how things have changed.

$
$

COST OF LIVING in 1983
Yearly Inflation Rate (USA) = 3.22%
Year End Close Dow Jones Industrial Average = 1,258
Interest Rates Year End Federal Reserve = 11%
Average Income per year = $21,070.00
Average Cost of New House = $82,600
Average Monthly Rent = $335.00
Dodge RAM 50 Truck = $5,665.00
Ford Mustang = $6,572.00
Timex Sinclair Color Computer = $179.99
Gallon of 2% Milk = $1.35
Kraft Singles Cheese (12) = $1.49
Mens Leather Shoes = $39.99

TECHNOLOGY in 1983
ARPANET officially changes to use the Internet Protocol, creating the
Internet.
Lotus 1-2-3 is released.
IBM releases the IBM PC XT.
Microsoft Word is first released.
US Space Shuttle Challenger is launched on its maiden flight.
Barney Clark, the first person to receive an artificial heart, dies after 112
days.
Unemployment rises in the US to 12 million, the highest figure since 1941.
The first mobile phones are introduced to the public by Motorola Company.

Source: http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/1983.html

Save the Date
29th ANNUAL WEALTH MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
Join us for our 35th Anniversary at this year's annual conference,
hosted at the Hawthorne Hotel in Salem, Massachusetts.

Friday, September 28, 2018
8:00am - 2:00pm

Around Cabot

Tyler Swaim Joins Cabot Advisor Team
The Cabot team recently welcome new advisor Tyler Swaim aboard in late February. This
local Charlestown resident is leaving his tractor seat on weekends to manage money during
the week. Tyler is responsible for providing financial planning and relationship management
for Cabot clients. Tyler is a financial professional with expertise in customer service and
business development. His focus is on client retention and relationship management, with
additional expertise in account reconciliation, database management and presentational
design. Tyler is a creative and versatile problem solver who thrives in a challenging
entrepreneurial and collaborative team environment.
Prior to Cabot, Tyler held roles as a portfolio administrator and Level 1 control group analyst
for Bank of New York Mellon in Boston, receiving BNY Mellon’s “Spotlight Award” and
admission to its Certified Advisor Program. From there, he then moved onto Bernstein Wealth
Management as a Private Client Associate and then onto Congress Wealth Management
as a private wealth relationship manager. Tyler is a graduate of Saint Joseph’s University
in Philadelphia, with a Bachelor of Arts in History and Communications. He is currently
enrolled at Boston University and is pursuing his Certified Financial Planner designation.
His interests include carpentry, marine restoration, offshore fishing and cycling.

>> CONNECT WITH TYLER ON LINKEDIN

Pedro Palandrani Receives Distinguised Service Award
We are proud to announce that research intern Pedro Palandrani
recently received the 4th Annual Graduate Student Distinguished
Service Award from Salem State University in recognition of his
leadership. Pedro works directly with Rob Lutts and our portfolio
management team, providing analysis and recommendations on
different securities, industries and countries.
Most recently, Pedro and Rob have joined efforts to raise funds for
the creation of a Bloomberg Finance Lab on Salem State's campus.
As part of his internship, Pedro was trained to use a Bloomberg
Terminal, a computer software system that enables professionals
in the finance service sector and other industries to monitor and
analyze real-time financial market data. Pedro brought attention
to the fact that students would benefit from receiving this training
on campus as part of their curriculum to better prepare them for a
career in investing or finance.

>> READ PUTTING THE EDGE IN EDUCATION, PAGE 8

Rob Lutts Presents Economic Outlook at Business Expo
Rob Lutts recently shared his economic outlook to professionals
and business owners gathered at the North Shore Chamber
of Commerce's 2018 Business Expo in March. The Chamber's
Economic Forecast Breakfast is an annual trademark event,
attracting hundreds of North Shore business leaders, media
and government officials while delivering a powerful program
presented by an esteemed panel of wealth management experts.
Lutts discussed the current status of the markets as well as where
he views today's opportunities in our rapidly changing world.
He turned the audience's attention to transporation, alternative
energy, artificial intelligence and emerging markets as key sectors
to focus on in today's market.

>> VISIT ECABOT.COM TO DOWNLOAD PRESENTATION.

In the Community

Putting the Edge in Education
Bloomberg is synonymous with investment information, providing financial news and data to companies and
organizations in virtually every country in the world. Our portfolio managers use it to monitor and analyze real-time
financial market data, place trades and review historical trading data. Bloomberg Terminals are the gold standard for
business professionals and students in the finance world. If you’re preparing for a career in business or the financial
markets, these are interesting times. Students entering a rapidly changing economy need every edge they can get.
Having access to Bloomberg Terminals allows professors to bring the real
world into the classroom and provides students with the same platform
used by the world’s leading banks, corporations and government agencies
to enhance their academic studies across a wide range of disciplines.
Essentially, students become stronger candidates in today’s competitive job
market.
In Cabot's efforts to expand financial literacy in our community, Pedro
Palandrani and Rob Lutts have teamed up with Salem State University's
Institutional Advancement team to raise funds for a Bloomberg Finance Lab
on the university's Bertolon Business School campus. The team is working
to secure $600,000 in donations, most recently celebrating a $25,000 grant
from the Charles Schwab Foundation to help fund the project.

"Since I had the opportunity at Cabot Wealth
Management to use on a daily basis the Bloomberg
Terminal, my understanding of the financial
markets and many other topics discussed in the MBA
program of SSU has increased exponentially," says
Pedro Palandrani, Cabot's research intern.

>> Subscribe to Financial Literacy News and learn about our ongoing efforts in the community.

SUBSCRIBE AND

STAY CONNECTED
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Ringing the NYSE Bell



Tips for Preventing Fraud



Evaluating Risk in Your Portfolio



How the Does New Tax Plan Affect You?



Online Tools to Achieve Your Goals

This quarterly newsletter is intended for information purposes only. Articles, graphs, charts and discussions should not be construed as specific
investment advice. Individuals should personally consult with a financial professional to review their own specific situation in light of any
information discussed here. Cabot is not under any obligation to update the information and while every attempt is made to insure that it
is accurate, we are not responsible for misstatements or inaccuracies. This quarterly is intended for dissemination in the United States and
is not intended for circulation elsewhere. It is important to note that any performance reporting or implied performance is not indicative of
future results. Investments are not insured and may lose value. Asset allocation and diversification does not protect against loss. For complete
disclosures, please contact us at (800) 888-6468 or info@ecabot.com to receive a copy of our Form ADV and privacy statement.
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